INVITATION

The Scientific Circle of Veterinary Students at Faculty of Veterinary Medicine in Warsaw is very pleased to invite Students and PhD Students to participate in the 4th International Scientific Conference of the Veterinary Medicine Students, which will be held in the Warsaw University of Life Sciences, Warsaw at 27-28th September 2018. The Congress will be an opportunity to present the Students' and PhD Students' research and updating the knowledge in basic/preclinical and clinical sciences.

Each Faculty of Veterinary Medicine is invited to be represented by:
- oral presentations (PowerPoint presentation) – 10 min presentation and 5 min discussion,
- posters (70/90cm) – 3 min presentation and 2 min discussion.

Best presentations will be rewarded (3 rewards in each plenary session).
We are looking forward to welcome you in Warsaw. We believe that you will enjoy this scientific event as well as the Polish culture, cuisine and hospitality.

The registration will be available via online application form and is open until 15 June.

Information will be published on Scientific Circle of Veterinary Students website and on the official Facebook event.
Thursday, September 27, 2018
15.00-16.00  Rejestratio
16.00-17.00  Opening ceremony and welcome lecture by prof. Craig Carter (University of Kentucky)

Friday, September 28, 2018
8:30-9:00  Rejestratin
9.00-11.00  Plenary session
• Clinical small animals presentations
• PhD presentations
• Poster

For the rest of the participants:
• Workshops 1&2

11.00-11.30  Coffee break
11.30-12.30  Lecture
12.30-14.30  Plenary session
• Clinical farm animals presentations
• Preclinical presentations
• Poster

For the rest of the participants:
• Workshops 3&4

14.30-15.30  Lunch
15.30-16.30  Plenary session
• Exotic animals presentations
16.30-17.30  Lecture
17.30-18.30  Announcement of results
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION

The abstract must be written in English and be no more than 500 words. Use Times New Roman 12-point font, single spacing and double space between the paragraphs. A blank line should be inserted between title and author(s) and affiliations(s), and between affiliation(s) and the text. Title and author(s) should be in 12-point font in bold, centred on the page. The presenting author’s name should be underlined.

For further details please see attached Instruction for Authors. The abstract should be sent by e-mail (vetconference.warsaw@gmail.com) before.

All accepted abstracts will be published in the Conference Proceedings.

REGISTRATION FEES

| Before 15 June | 70 € (300 zł) |
| After 15 June  | 100 € (450 zł) |

Please mention your names and addresses on the transfers.
Transfer should be made to:

WARSAW UNIVERSITY OF LIFE SCIENCES
Nowoursynowska 166 St.
02–787 Warsaw
NIP: 525–000-74-25

Account number: 24 1240 6003 1111 0000 4947 5863

In title of the transfer please include: NAME, SURNAME, UNIVERSITY and number: 507-20-400302-000117-99
THE REGISTRATION FEE INCLUDES:

- Participation in the scientific sessions
- Abstract volume and conference materials
- Accommodation (2 nights Thursday and Friday night), breakfasts (Friday and Saturday), reception, lunch (Friday) and coffee breaks.

ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation will be provided in Ikar Hotel (near the Warsaw University of Life Sciences). Double/twin-bed room. Breakfast included.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE

The official working language is English.

INSURANCE

The organisers of the congress recommend that participants arrange their own insurance for health, travel and property. The organisers will not accept any liability for personal injury or loss, or damage to property.